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Some published cochlear filterbanks are nonlinear but are fitted toanimal basilar membrane~BM!
responses. Others, like the gammatone, are based onhumanpsychophysical data, but are linear. In
this article, a human nonlinear filterbank is constructed by adapting a computational model of
animal BM physiology to simulate human BM nonlinearity as measured by psychophysical
pulsation-threshold experiments. The approach is based on a dual-resonance nonlinear type of filter
whose basic structure was modeled using animal observations. In modeling the pulsation threshold
data, the main assumption is that pulsation threshold occurs when the signal and the masker produce
comparable excitation, that is the same filter output, at the place of the BM best tuned to the signal
frequency. The filter is fitted at a discrete number of best frequencies~BFs! for which
psychophysical data are available for a single listener and for an average response of six listeners.
The filterbank is then created by linear regression of the resulting parameters to intermediate BFs.
The strengths and limitations of the resulting filterbank are discussed. Its suitability for simulating
hearing-impaired cochlear responses is also discussed. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1416197#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computational models of human peripheral frequen
selectivity have a long history and a wide range of poten
uses. They are a fast way to estimate excitation patte
along the cochlear partition in response to an arbitrary aco
tic stimulus and have potential uses in, for example, sig
compression algorithms, automatic speech recognition
vices and simulations of individual patterns of hearing lo
Historically, the computations have used banks of lin
gammatone filters~Pattersonet al., 1992! but more recently
researchers have attempted to use nonlinear filters~Giguère
and Woodland, 1994; Lyon, 1982; Carney, 1993; Goldste
1990, 1995; Lopez-Povedaet al., 1998; Meddiset al., 2001!.
Much of what we know about the nonlinear aspects of
ripheral frequency selectivity is derived from animal studi
particularly from direct observation of the response of
cochlear partition to acoustic stimulation~Rhode, 1971;
Rhode and Recio, 2000; Robleset al., 1986, 1991; Sellick
et al., 1982; Yateset al., 1990; Ruggeroet al., 1992!. Nev-
ertheless, this information is consistent with recent psyc
physical observations showing changes with level of the
ter’s best frequency~BF! ~McFadden and Yama, 1983! and
bandwidth~BW! ~Glasberg and Moore, 1990; Rosenet al.,
1998; for a review see Moore and Glasberg, 1987,
Moore, 1998!. In this work we present a computational a
gorithm that was originally designed to accommodate ani
observations and demonstrate how it can be adapted to s
late the hearing of a single human listener and the ave
hearing of a group of listeners.

a!Electronic mail: ealopez@med-ab.uclm.es
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The new filterbank aims to simulate the basilar me
brane~BM! response using an array of point models~Lopez-
Povedaet al., 1998; Meddiset al., 2001!. It is similar in
many respects to gammatone filterbanks that are in cur
use. The main difference is that each individual gammat
filter is replaced by a dual resonance nonlinear~DRNL! filter
unit ~to be described in detail later in this work!. It has al-
ready been shown that the system can be used to m
animal observations. The purpose of the present study i
show that, given suitable parameter changes, it can als
used to simulate human psychophysical data. The param
of the DRNL units vary with respect to position along th
cochlear partition but are fixed with respect to the intens
of the stimulus. Nevertheless, it is an emergent property
the system that the effective BW of each unit changes w
signal level. The primary aim of the present study is to e
plore a new methodology for using human psychophys
data to identify parameters of the DRNL units. A second a
of the study is to identify mathematical functions that allo
us to specify the parameters of DRNL units at any arbitr
BF.

Plack and Oxenham~2000! have recently published es
timates of BM nonlinearity in normal listeners at BFs b
tween 250 Hz and 8 kHz. These data will be used to h
define the parameters of the DRNL units. They used a ‘‘p
sation threshold’’ paradigm~Houtgast, 1972!, which is based
on an auditory illusion whereby an interrupted sound is p
ceived as being continuous if there is sufficient energy fr
another sound during the interruptions. Plack and Oxenh
presented a stimulus consisting of a signal tone at BF rap
alternated on three occasions by a low-frequency~LF! tone
3107107/12/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America



FIG. 1. Model diagram.
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~where LF is defined as 0.63BF!. For every level of the BF
tone, the level of the LF tone was adjusted to find the ‘‘p
sation threshold,’’ that is the level at which the perception
the signal changes from ‘‘pulsed’’ to ‘‘continuous.’’ They a
gue that this is the level at which the two tones are gene
ing equal levels of BM activity in the auditory filter tuned t
the BF tone~see also Houtgast, 1972!. Their method assume
that the response to a signal as a function of intensity will
compressively nonlinear at the BF of a filter but linear in t
low-frequency~LF! tail of the filter. This assumption ha
received support from both animal~e.g., Sellicket al., 1982!
and human~e.g., Oxenham and Plack, 1997; Nelson a
Schroder, 1999! studies. As a result, a plot of the level of th
LF tone at threshold versus the level of the BF tone provi
an estimate of the BM response at BF. If the auditory sys
responds linearly to both tones, the pulsation thresh
should increase linearly with increases in the level of the
tone. In fact, the threshold rises only slowly as a function
the BF tone. This result is consistent with the idea that
system is nonlinear. Specifically, it shows that excitat
rises more slowly as a function of the intensity of the B
tone when compared with the response to the LF tone
addition, their results show that the amount of nonlinea
varies as a function of BF.

The aim of the modeling study is to find parameters t
will allow a DRNL unit to simulate these results quantit
tively as well as qualitatively. In what follows, we describ
the model and the method used to choose appropriate pa
eters. Then, it is shown how well the model can be made
fit the data. By allowing the parameters to vary as a funct
of BF, it is shown that the data can be simulated quant
tively at six different BFs. It is shown that the paramete
required to fit the data vary approximately linearly as a fu
tion of log10(BF). It is proposed that functions of this typ
could be used as a basis for defining complete DRNL filt
banks to represent the hearing of an individual listener
well as the average response of six listeners.

II. THE MODEL

The overall structure of the model is shown in Fig. 1.
consists of two main stages:~i! an outer/middle-ear filter
function, which transforms a headphone-delivered so
pressure waveform into a stapes velocity waveform, andi i )
a DRNL filter that simulates the BM velocity of vibration i
response to stapes velocity.

A. The outer Õmiddle ear stage

A sound pressure waveform produces vibration of
tympanic membrane, which, in turn, induces the vibration
the stapes. Each of these two processes of the periph
hearing is modeled by means of a linear-phase, 512-po
finite impulse response~FIR! filter. The coefficients of each
3108 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001
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FIR filter were obtained from empirical frequency respons
by applying an inverse fast Fourier transform routine w
MATLAB ~The Mathworks, Inc., ver. 5.3!.

The outer-ear~headphone pressure-to-eardrum pressu!
frequency response is taken from Pralong and Carlile@1996,
Fig. 1~e!# and is shown in Fig. 2~a!. It corresponds to a
typical human outer-ear pressure-gain function measured
point close to the tympanic membrane when the stimulu
delivered through a pair of Sennheiser HD-250 Linear he
phones. A response measured with a Sony MDR-V6 hea
would have been preferred, as this is the model that Pl
and Oxenham employed to collect their pulsation-thresh
data. Unfortunately, such response is unavailable. Howe
both the MDR-V6 and HD-250 are circumaural headphon
and have a fairly flat frequency response in the range

FIG. 2. Stage 1 of the model: human outer/middle ear filter functions. Fi
symbols represent experimental data points. Open symbols represen
trapolation points used for evaluating the model over a wider freque
range. Lines represent the actual frequency response of the linear-p
512-point, FIR filters used in the model.~a! A typical human headphone-to
eardrum sound pressure gain~from Pralong and Carlile, 1996, Fig. 1E!. ~b!
Stapes peak velocity~m/s! as a function of frequency for a sound pressu
input of 0 dB SPL. The velocity values have been derived from the pe
to-peak stapes displacement data measured in cadavers by Goodeet al.
~1994, Fig. 1, set: 104 dB SPL!. It is assumed that stapes velocity is linear
related to pressure.
E. A. Lopez-Poveda and R. Meddis: A human cochlear filterbank
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FIG. 3. ~a! Stage 2 of the model: The
DRNL filter ~Meddis et al., 2001!.
The parameters of each block ar
shown in the space between the line
~top! and the nonlinear~bottom! paths.
The output signal from the DRNL fil-
ter is the sum of the signal coming ou
of each path.~b! Isointensity response
of the linear ~thin continuous line!,
and nonlinear~thin dotted line! filter-
paths for an input level of 30 dB SPL
At this low intensity, the summed re
sponse of the DRNL filter~thick con-
tinuous line! is dominated by the re-
sponse of the nonlinear path.~c! The
same as~b! but for an input level of 85
dB SPL. In this case, the summed re
sponse is dominated by the respon
of the linear path. See text for details
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interest~100–8000 Hz!. Hence, it is reasonable to assum
that the outer-ear response of Fig. 2~a! is a good approxima-
tion to that measured with the MDR-V6 headset.

The middle-ear response~stapes velocity as a functio
of stimulus frequency! is shown in Fig. 2~b! for a stimulus
level at the eardrum of 0 dB SPL. The data is derived fr
stapes displacement measurements in cadavers by G
et al. ~1994, Fig. 1! after sound pressure stimulation near t
tympanic membrane. Consistent with the observations
Goode et al., peak stapes velocity is assumed to incre
linearly with stimulus pressure. The range of empirical d
points has been extrapolated from 400–6500 Hz to 10
10 000 Hz@see Fig. 2~b!# in order to be able to evaluate th
model over a wider frequency range. The extrapolation
consistent with the measurements of Kringlebotn and G
dersen~1985!.

The same outer- and middle-ear filters have been u
throughout the modeling work described next.

B. The DRNL filter

Stapes motion transmits energy to the intracochl
fluid, which induces, in turn, motion of the BM. This proce
is modeled by a DRNL filter~Meddis et al., 2001! which
simulates the velocity of vibration of a given site along t
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001 E.
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BM in response to a given stapes velocity waveform.
structure and parameters are shown in Fig. 3~a!. The input
signal follows two independent paths, one linear and o
nonlinear. In the linear path, a gain,g, is applied and then the
signal is filtered through a cascade of~two or three, see late
in this work! first-order gammatone~GT! filters ~parameters:
CFlin and BWlin! followed by a cascade of four second-ord
low-pass filters. In the nonlinear path, the input signal
filtered through a cascade of three first-order GT filters~pa-
rameters: CFnl and BWnl! followed by a nonlinear gain~see
later in this work!, followed by another cascade of three G
filters having the same parameters~CFnl and BWnl!. During
parameter estimation, the CFnl is set to the frequency of the
probe signal being studied and is not a free parameter. H
ever, the CF of the linear path (CFlin) is different and typi-
cally below CFnl ~see later in this work!.

The nonlinear gain function is

y~ t !5sign@x~ t !#•min@aux~ t !u,bux~ t !uc#, ~1!

wherex(t) and y(t) are the input and the output signals
the nonlinearity, respectively, anda, b, andc are parameters
of the model. The details of the time-domain digital impl
mentation of the DRNL filter are given in the Appendix.
3109A. Lopez-Poveda and R. Meddis: A human cochlear filterbank
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TABLE I. DRNL parameters at various signal frequencies used throughout to simulate the characteris
subject YO’s normal hearing. In principle, this set of parameters is ‘‘subject specific.’’ The bottom rows
the actual BF and BW3dB of the DRNL filters.

Signal frequency~Hz! 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

DRNL linear path
No. cascaded GT filters 2 2 2 2 2 2
CFlin ~Hz) 235 460 945 1895 3900 7450
BWlin ~Hz) 115 150 240 390 620 1550
g 1400 800 520 400 270 250
LPlin cutoff ~Hz! CFlin CFlin CFlin CFlin CFlin CFlin

No. cascaded LP filters 4 4 4 4 4 4

DRNL nonlinear path
No. cascaded GT filters 3 3 3 3 3 3
CFnl ~Hz) 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
BWnl ~Hz) 84 103 175 300 560 1100
a 2124 4609 4598 9244 30274 76354
b @(m/s)(12c)# 0.45 0.280 0.130 0.078 0.060 0.035
c 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
LPnl cutoff ~Hz! CFnl CFnl CFnl CFnl CFnl CFnl

No. cascaded LP filters 3 3 3 3 3 3

DRNL filter BF ~Hz! 260 508 1002 2006 3978 7720
DRNL filter BW3dB ~Hz) 47 70 118 210 415 755
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The output from the DRNL filter is the sum of the outp
from the linear and the nonlinear paths. For consistency w
its original description by Meddiset al., it is assumed to
represent BM velocity.

Although the DRNL unit is simple in construction, th
effects of a change in signal level on its properties are
immediately apparent. To help visualize these, two extra
ures are supplied. Figure 3~b! shows separately the filter ou
put as a function of signal frequency for the linear and
nonlinear path for a 30 dB SPL input signal. These functio
are generated using the parameters to be used later fo
1-kHz site~subject YO, Table I!. The combined output of the
DRNL unit is shown as the thick continuous line and is si
ply the sum of the two filter functions. Note that the nonli
ear function dominates the output and is the main deter
nant of the shape of the summed output function. Figure 3~c!
shows the same set of functions but this time for an 85
SPL signal. The linear filter function has grown considera
while the nonlinear filter function has grown very little. Th
is because the nonlinearity is compressive. As a con
quence, the output from the linear function dominates
aggregate output. The thick line representing the summ
output of the DRNL unit is now a much wider filter functio
than that shown in Fig. 3~b!. In addition, we can see that th
BF of the DRNL unit has shifted to a lower frequency.

At very low signal levels, the DRNL unit operates lin
early. This is because the nonlinear path is linear for l
signal inputs@see Eq.~1!#. At very high signal levels, the
DRNL also operates essentially as a linear filter. This is
cause the linear filter comes to dominate the output. Th
properties of the DRNL filter are consistent with the data
Plack and Oxenham~2000! which often show a linear re
sponse at low signal levels, followed by a compressive n
linearity and then followed by a return to linearity at 80 d
SPL. A similar return to linearity is also sometimes found
observations of animal BM response, although its sign
oc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001
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cance is disputed~Ruggeroet al., 1996, Fig. 1; Johnstone
et al., 1986, Fig. 5; Rhode and Cooper, 1996, Fig. 7!. Note
that the effect of signal level on filter width, BF and nonlin
earity are emergent properties of a level-independent se
model parameters.

III. MODELING HUMAN BM NONLINEARITY FOR
NORMAL-HEARING SUBJECTS

A. Method

The model was tuned to simulate human BM nonline
ity as estimated by psychoacoustical experiments of pu
tion threshold~Plack and Oxenham, 2000!. Plack and Oxen-
ham presented subjects with a stimulus consisting o
number of interleaved segments of a signal tone and ma
tone. Each individual segment was ramped up and do
~2-ms raised-cosine ramps! and the frequency of the maske
was 0.6 times the frequency of the signal. They measu
signal frequencies of 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8
Hz. For any given signal level, the task was to measure
masker threshold level at which the subject reports the sig
to sound ‘‘pulsating’’ as opposed to continuous. Backgrou
noise was used to prevent off-frequency listening. Figur
symbols show their experimental findings for one subj
~YO, filled circles! together with the average response of t
six subjects considered in their experiment~open circles!.

Here, it is assumed that pulsation threshold occurs w
the signal and the masker produce the same amount of e
tation at the place of the BM of maximum excitation to th
signal frequency. For this reason, the paradigm for evalua
the model was a simplified version of that used by Plack a
Oxenham. Instead of using a pulsating stimulus, the sig
tone and the masker tone were passed independently thr
the model. Signal and masker frequencies were the sam
those used by Plack and Oxenham. Both tones had a dura
E. A. Lopez-Poveda and R. Meddis: A human cochlear filterbank
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FIG. 4. Comparison between the experimental pulsation threshold data~Plack and Oxenham, 2000, Fig. 2! and the model. Filled symbols represent the da
for subject YO. Open symbols represent the average data for the six listeners in the study. Error bars represent an interval of61 standard deviation. The thick
continuous line represents the model behavior with the optimum set of parameters for subject YO~Table I!. The thin continuous line shows the model behav
with the optimum set of parameters for the average data~Table II!. The thin dashed line shows the response of the filterbank parameters calculated w
regression lines in Table III, average response. The dotted line illustrates a linear behavior. See text for details.
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of 84 ms and were ramped up and down with 2-ms rais
cosine ramps. At each frequency, the signal level was va
within the ranges used by Plack and Oxenham. The samp
frequency (f s) was 64 000 Hz.

At each BF, the model’s peak response to the sig
(OS) and the masker (OM) was measured during the last ha
of the stimulus duration in order to avoid any effects th
may occur at the onset. For each signal level (LS), the task
was to find out a masker level (LM) such that the ratio
OS/OM was equal to~or just exceeded! a value of one.

B. Parameter optimization

Two sets of model parameters were chosen so as to
timize the match between the model results and the two
of experimental data shown in Fig. 4. However, the mo
contains a large number of parameters. Not all of them w
allowed to vary. Some parameters were fixed by introduc
constraints to the search space. These constraints are b
on our current understanding of the cochlear response as
plained later in this work.

CFnl was fixed at the probe signal frequency. Consist
with Meddiset al. ~2001!, the cut-off frequencies of the low
pass filters in the linear and the nonlinear paths~LPlin and
LPnl! were fixed equal to the CF of the GT filters in the
respective paths~CFlin and CFnl!.

The compression exponent,c, was also fixed at 0.25
across BF. This may appear to be surprising in view of
fact that the slopes of the functions in Fig. 4 change w
signal frequency. However, the slope of the psychophys
functions in Fig. 4 is only indirectly related to the compre
sion function in Eq.~1!. The psychophysical functions, in th
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001 E.
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model at least, are based on the summed activity of
components, only one of which is nonlinear. The linearity
one component dilutes the nonlinearity of the other in
output of the DRNL unit. We had previously found~Meddis
et al., 2001! that a fixed value of the compression expone
c, was consistent with the variation observed in the slope
the input/output functions in the animal data. By adopti
the same strategy on this occasion, it was possible to prod
a quantitative match to the data while benefiting from t
need to estimate one parameter less.

Parametera of the nonlinearity is responsible for th
‘‘sensitivity’’ at the tip of filter. It, therefore, determines th
BM response at the absolute hearing threshold~AHT!. There
is evidence that AHT occurs at a BM velocity in the regio
of 531025 m/s ~Ruggeroet al., 1997!. For this reason,a
was fixed so that the DRNL filter output peak velocity is
31025 m/s at the subject’s hearing threshold.

Parameter CFlin determines the BF of the DRNL filter a
high levels, when the linear filter path dominates the DR
output ~see Fig. 3!. There is physiological~e.g., Rhode and
Recio, 2000! and psychophysical~McFadden and Yama
1983! evidence of a shift in BF as a function of level. Fo
this reason, an important initial constraint was set on CFlin by
requiring it to be lower than CFnl. The shift found by Mc-
Fadden and Yama from 65 to 95 dB SPL gives a ra
BF65/BF95 of approximately 1.1 to 1.4. This does not imp
directly that the ratio CFnl /CFlin must be set within that rang
in the model. Because the DRNL filter is the sum of tw
components, each of which consists of a number of casca
gammatone filters, followed by low-pass filters, its BF is n
equal to either CFlin or CFnl. However, by trial and error, we
3111A. Lopez-Poveda and R. Meddis: A human cochlear filterbank
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TABLE II. DRNL parameters at various signal frequencies used throughout to simulate the average pul
threshold data. The bottom rows show the actual BF and BW3dB of the DRNL filters. Note that, in this case, th
number of cascaded GT filters in the linear path is 3, whereas it was 2 for subject YO~Table I; see text for
details!.

Signal frequency~Hz! 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

DRNL linear path
No. cascaded GT filters 3 3 3 3 3 3
CFlin ~Hz) 244 480 965 1925 3900 7750
BWlin ~Hz) 100 130 240 400 660 1450
g 1150 850 520 410 320 220
LPlin cutoff ~Hz! CFlin CFlin CFlin CFlin CFlin CFlin

No. cascaded LP filters 4 4 4 4 4 4

DRNL nonlinear path
No. cascaded GT filters 3 3 3 3 3 3
CFnl ~Hz) 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
BWnl ~Hz) 84 103 175 300 560 1100
a 2194 5184 7558 9627 22288 43584
b @(m/s)(12c)# 0.450 0.280 0.130 0.078 0.045 0.030
c 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
LPnl cutoff ~Hz! CFnl CFnl CFnl CFnl CFnl CFnl

No. cascaded LP filters 3 3 3 3 3 3

DRNL filter BF ~Hz! 258 508 998 2006 3978 7720
DRNL filter BW3dB ~Hz) 50 68 118 210 415 755
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have been able to conclude that the observed BF65/BF95 ratio
can be modeled by setting the ratio CFnl /CFlin>1.025 ap-
proximately~see Tables I and II!.

Another important constraint was set by requiring t
DRNL filter functions near threshold to have 3-dB-dow
bandwidths (BW3dB) that are consistent with the human ps
chophysical observations specified in the formula given
Glasberg and Moore~1990! ~see later in this work!. This
criterion constrains BWnl as the nonlinear filter path dom
nates the DRNL filter function at threshold. It does not me
however, that BWnl is set equal to the value given by Gla
berg and Moore. Since the DRNL filter function at thresho
is the result of a number of cascaded GT filters, the effec
DRNL filter BW is somewhat lower than BWnl, the BW of
the individual GT filters. As a result, BWnl must be greater
than the human psychophysical bandwidths~see Tables I and
II !.

A weaker constraint was introduced on BWlin so that the
effective DRNL filter BW at high levels~when the linear
filter dominates the DRNL filter output! is larger than at
threshold, in agreement with psychophysical human fi
functions. It was decided not to set any stronger numer
constraints on BWlin as it deeply influences DRNL filter out
put to the masker and hence the psychophysical data f
tions in Fig. 4. These functions can be characterized~from
left to right! as an initial linear, a compressed, and a fin
linear section. When concentrating on these separate
tures, the modeler was able to use the following rules w
varying the remaining parameters~b, g, and BWlin! to opti-
mize the fit. The gainb was varied to set the height of th
compressed section in the functions of Fig. 4. Finally, on
parametera has been fixed~see earlier in this work!, the gain
g together with BWlin were set so that the height of the initi
linearity could be reproduced and so thatOM ~the response to
the masker! is approximately equal toOS ~the response to the
oc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001
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signal! at 85 dB SPL, in agreement with the psychophysi
data of Fig. 4.

With the above mentioned constraints, the variable
rameters were varied manually to optimize the fit by mi
mizing the Euclidean distance between the psychophys
data and the model results. Parameters to fit the data of
ject YO ~Table I! were found in the first place. These we
then adjusted to find optimum parameters to fit the aver
pulsation thresholds in the Plack and Oxenham study~Table
II !. It is important to notice that across BFs the experimen
average pulsation thresholds are 8 to 9 dB higher than th
of subject YO~in Fig. 4, compare open and closed symbol!.
Based on our main assumption that pulsation threshold
curs when the masker and the signal produce equal leve
BM excitation ~see also Houtgast, 1972, and Plack and O
enham, 2000!, this result implies that the auditory filters co
responding to the average response are necessarily stee
their low-frequency tail~at 0.63BF! than those of subjec
YO. In the model, this effect can be achieved in two wa
either by reducing BWlin or by increasing the number o
cascaded gammatone filters in the linear path. The neces
adjustments to BWlin would require its value to be lower tha
BWnl, hence violating one of the constraints set previously
was, therefore, decided to allow the number of casca
gammatone filters in the linear path to vary from two~for
subject YO! to three~for the average response! in order to
account for the ‘‘vertical’’ variability in pulsation thresholds
The issue is further discussed in Sec. IV.

C. Creating a human filterbank

A computational model like the one presented here
expected to be used as part of larger models of the audi
periphery. This sort of application usually requires a filte
bank rather than a discrete number of filters.
E. A. Lopez-Poveda and R. Meddis: A human cochlear filterbank
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Figure 5 shows the variation of the two sets of mod
parameters as a function of BF. In both cases, it shows
the logarithm of each parameter as a function of the lo
rithm of BF can be approximated by a linear relationship
follows:

log10~parameter!5p01m log10~BF!, ~2!

wherep0 and m are the regression coefficients. This res
suggests a possible way of creating a filterbank by lin
regression of each parameter at intermediate BFs. The
gression coefficients,p0 , and m, have been estimated fo
each parameter using least squares regression and ar
ported in Table III. With these regression equations, it
possible to specify the values of the free parameters fo
DRNL representation of YO’s or the average-listener’s he
ing at BFs between 250 Hz and 8 kHz. In what follows, on
the results of the average-response filterbank are show
those for subject YO’s filterbank are similar.

D. Results

1. Input Õoutput curves

Figure 4 compares the experimental data~Plack and Ox-
enham, 2000, Fig. 2! and the model results for both data se
~subject YO and average responses!. For the most part, the fi
is quantitatively very good in both cases. At BF5250 Hz, the

FIG. 5. Optimum model parameters as a function of BF.~a! Parameters for
subject YO, Table I.~b! Parameters to fit the average data of six listene
Table II. Note that the relationship between log10(parameter) and log10(BF)
can be approximated as linear in both cases. Note also that the most va
parameter from a linear regression isa, which is adjusted to fit the subjects
threshold.
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model masking function is mainly linear, while at 1000 H
the model shows a three stage function~linear, compressed
then linear again!. At 8000 Hz, the model replicates the a
most wholly compressed nature of the function except for
return to linearity at high signal levels. The only significa
failures occur at BF52000 Hz, where the model fails to
simulate the linearity at 30 dB SPL for subject YO, and
BF58000 Hz, where the model fails to simulate the linear
at 80–85 dB SPL. The failure at 2000 Hz is linked to one
the parameter constraints that fixes the tip sensitivity par
eter,a, to agree with the YO’s or the average hearing thre
old. It may also be a consequence of the fact that the ou
ear or the cadaver-based, middle-ear function do
correspond to subject YO’s. The failure at 8000 Hz is link
to the deep notch in the outer-ear response@see Fig. 2~a!#.
Pralong and Carlile~1996! pointed out that the greatest var
ability in outer-ear responses from trial to trial occurs p
cisely at around 8000 Hz. Their result is consistent with
findings of Kulkarni and Colburn~2000! and Møller et al.
~1995!. This suggests that at this particular frequency
outer-ear function shown in Fig. 2~a! is inappropriate to
model the response of the subjects with the headphones
by Plack and Oxenham. Although not shown here, we
find an almost perfect match to the 8-kHz data assumin
flat outer-ear response at this frequency.

The dashed thin line in Fig. 4 shows the fit to the av
age data using the filterbank parameters calculated by lin
regression. The overall behavior is maintained. The filt
bank response is within one standard deviation of the a
age response for the most cases. The fit, however, gets w
as would be expected from using a set of parameters th
not optimum for the specific data set.

2. Thresholds and filter bandwidths

Figure 6~a! shows a good match between the experim
tal and the model thresholds~assumed to occur at an outp
velocity of 531025 m/s! both for subject YO and the aver
age data. This justifies the values selected for parametea.

The figure also shows the thresholds estimated with
average-filterbank parameters. The larger deviations betw
experimental and filterbank values are less than 5 dB. T

,

ble

TABLE III. Regression-line coefficientsp0 andm for creating the filterbank
assuming a relationship of the form: log10(parameter)5p01m log10 (BF),
with BF expressed in Hz.

DRNL filter parameter

Subject YO Average response

p0 m p0 m

CFlin 20.102 05 1.023 85 20.067 62 1.016 79
BWlin 0.184 58 0.744 70 0.037 28 0.785 6
CFnl 20.059 12 1.018 32 20.052 52 1.016 50
BWnl 20.037 39 0.775 79 20.031 93 0.774 26
a 0.788 80 1.017 92 1.402 98 0.819 1
b 1.439 70 20.751 38 1.619 12 20.818 67
c 20.602 06 0.000 00 20.602 06 0.000 00
g 4.305 06 20.509 42 4.204 05 20.479 09
LPlin cutoff 20.102 05 1.023 85 20.067 62 1.016 79
LPnl cutoff 20.059 12 1.018 32 20.052 52 1.016 50
3113A. Lopez-Poveda and R. Meddis: A human cochlear filterbank
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FIG. 6. ~a! Experimental and model thresholds. Abs
lute threshold is assumed to occur at a BM velocity
31025 m/s. Subject YO’s thresholds~filled circles!
match the corresponding model thresholds~crosses! es-
timated with the parameters in Table I. Likewise, th
average threshold of the six listeners~open circles!
match the model response~open triangles! calculated
with the parameters in Table II. The thresholds es
mated using the average-filterbank interpolated para
eters~squares! are a reasonable match to the experime
tal average thresholds. The larger discrepancies at
2, and 4 kHz are less than 5 dB and are the result of
deviation between the optimum~Table II! and the re-
gression values for parametera. ~b! A 3-dB-down band-
width of the modeled filters compared with the huma
data as predicted by the Glasberg and Moore~1990!
formula. Note the good match between them. The la
est discrepancy occurs for the filterbank at 8 kHz. S
text for details.
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occur at 0.5, 2.0, and 8.0 kHz and correspond to the lar
deviations of the optimum values of parametera over its
regression line@Fig. 5~b!#.

Figure 6~b! shows the approximate BW3dB of the mod-
eled filters compared with the human as calculated by
Glasberg and Moore~1990! formula:

BW3dB>0.893ERB>0.893@24.73~4.37BF11)], ~3!

where BF is expressed in kHz. The modeled BW3dB were
calculated directly from the isoresponse curves and not
applying thecritical band paradigm used by Glasberg an
Moore. For this purpose, the isoresponse curves were ev
ated at a number of stimulus frequencies around the filt
BF enough to determine the 3-dB-down cutoff frequenc
with reasonable accuracy~62 Hz!. It can be seen that th
DRNL filter BWs are a good match to the psychophysi
data. The average filterbank BW3dB match the human band
widths except for 8 kHz, where the filterbank BW3dB is
around 150 Hz lower.

3. Isointensity response

Figure 7~a! shows the isointensity response of the mo
with the set of parameters given in Table II, optimized to
the average pulsation threshold data~the response with the
subject YO parameters of Table I is similar!. The curves
correspond to stimulus levels from 30 to 70 dB SPL in ste
of 10 dB and have been normalized to give a gain of 0 dB
their peak value. The psychophysical filtershapes derived
Baker et al. ~1998! are shown in Fig. 7~b! for comparison.
Finally, Fig. 7~c! shows the filter shapes of the average
terbank~Table III!.

The model curves show distinct notches below BF t
are not reported in the psychophysical literature. In
3114 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001
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model, the notches are the result of phase cancellation
tween the outputs of the linear and nonlinear paths. Sim
notches have been consistently observed in physiolog
measurements of the cochlear partition in chinchilla~e.g.,
Rhode and Recio, 2000! and may be the explanation fo
‘‘Nelson’s notches’’~Kiang et al., 1986, Fig. 5! occasionally
reported in auditory nerve rate/intensity functions. If hum
listeners monitor a number of adjacent filters simultaneou
and pay attention to the filter with the best signal/noise ra
it is unlikely that these notches will be observed psych
physically as they offer a relatively poor signal to noise rat

The model filter function gets wider as the level of th
stimulus increases. This is an important property of
DRNL filter consistent with the physiological~e.g., Rhode
and Recio, 2000! and psychophysical behavior~e.g., Baker
et al., 1998; Rosenet al., 1998; Glasberg and Moore, 2000!.

Although not seen in Fig. 7, from 65 to 95 dB SPL the
is a shift in the model BF towards lower BFs such that t
ratio BF65/BF95 ranges from about 1.10~at BF54 kHz! to
1.24~at BF58 kHz!. The shifts are even larger~1.15 to 1.52!
with YO’s optimum parameters. Such shifts are consist
with the physiology~e.g., Rhode and Recio, 2000! and have
also been observed psychophysically when adequate no
multaneous masking paradigms are employed~e.g., McFad-
den and Yama, 1983!.

IV. DISCUSSION

The modeling exercise had two main aims. The first a
was to show that DRNL filters could be used to simula
psychophysical estimates of filter width and compressi
The second aim was to show that the DRNL parame
changes are orderly with respect to BF. The close qualita
E. A. Lopez-Poveda and R. Meddis: A human cochlear filterbank
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and quantitative fits of the modeling results to the psyc
physical data in Fig. 4 indicate that the first aim has been
with respect to both a single listener, YO, and the aver
response of six listeners. Similarly, the good fit of the regr
sion functions in Table III suggests that the relationship
tween the parameters and BF is orderly enough to allo
filterbank to be generated for any point along the bas
membrane. This appears to be the case at least for the re
representing a range of BFs between 250 Hz and 8 kHz

The fitting process depends critically on three import
assumptions. First, it assumes that the DRNL architec
gives an adequate account of the response of the coc
partition to acoustic stimulation. Arguments in favor of th
assumption are presented in Meddiset al. ~2001!. Second, it
assumes that the pulsation threshold really does repres
condition in which the excitation of the masker,OM , is equal
to that generated by the probe signal,OS. Arguments in
favor of this assumption are presented by Houtgast~1972!

FIG. 7. ~a! Isointensity curves modeled with the optimum parameters
match the average data~Table II!. The response has been normalized to g
a gain of 0 dB at its peak value.~b! Psychophysical filter shapes by Bake
et al. ~1998, Fig. 1!. In both sets of curves, the stimulus level ranged fro
30 to 70 dB SPL.~c! Isointensity curves modeled with the averag
filterbank parameters~Table III!.
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and Plack and Oxenham~2000!. However, the data of Plack
and Oxenham also show that subjects with similar abso
hearing thresholds have pulsation thresholds that differ b
much as 20 dB~cf. subjects AO and YO in the origina
study!. If the assumption was strictly correct, it would imp
that their filters would be as much as 20 dB different at
masker frequency. Such intersubject variability seems ra
large. Moore~1998, Fig. 3.19! gives an example of intersub
ject variability at BF51 kHz, where the filter shapes of fou
subjects at 600 Hz~50.63BF! differ by no more than 10 dB.
Therefore, it is possible that the pulsation threshold occur
ratios OS/OM less than one for some subjects. The top
needs further investigation.

The third assumption is that listeners are able to att
selectively to the output of a single filter. This assumption
made in many psychophysical experiments and has prove
be of pragmatic value. To reduce the risk associated with
assumption, Plack and Oxenham~2000! took steps to mini-
mize off-frequency listening.

The study does have some technical weaknesses
will need to be addressed in future studies. The outer
function used in the model was based on measurem
made on different subjects wearing different headpho
from those in the Plack and Oxenham study. Furthermo
the middle-ear function used in the model was based on m
surements made in cadavers. Ideally, we should have u
measurements of the stapes response to headphone-deli
acoustic stimulation for the same subjects, with the sa
headphones as used in the psychophysical study. This i
course, not practical and it is not immediately clear how t
function is to be best estimated. Although the subjects’
diograms were available, they could not be used as a su
tute for an outer/middle ear function because this would
ply that no processes subsequent to the outer/middle
contributes to the audiogram.

A second weakness of the model is that it does not
dress the issue how the filter BF changes with signal le
Animal studies show that BF does shift in this way. If this
also the case with human listeners, then it follows that
teners must redirect their attention to a different site wh
the probe signal level changes. We have made no atte
here to model this effect. In effect, the procedure previou
described assumes that adjacent filters have very sim
characteristics. This is despite that fact that the study a
whole shows that the characteristics of the filters are cha
ing along the cochlear partition. Future studies will need
use a fine grain filterbank with facilities for taking the outp
from the filter whosecurrent BF corresponds to the prob
signal frequency.

The DRNL model is a point model in that there are
connections between the individual filter units. As a con
quence, distortion products generated in one DRNL unit
not propagate to other units. This is unlikely to give rise
fatal difficulties when modeling the response to two tones
well-spaced frequencies, as is the case the Plack and O
ham data. However, one of the attractions of a nonlin
filterbank is its potential for modeling such phenomena
two-tone suppression and combination tones. In this resp
while the DRNL units of the filterbank proposed earlier a
3115A. Lopez-Poveda and R. Meddis: A human cochlear filterbank
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able to generate ‘‘local’’ suppression and distortion produ
~Meddis et al., 2001!, a more complete model is needed
simulate effects that are not local to the probe tone.
instance, suppression has been shown to occur for suppr
tones with frequencies well below the probe~Abbas and Sa-
chs, 1976; Duifhuis, 1980!. Models alternative to the DRNL
filter exist that claim to be able to account for this pheno
enon ~Goldstein, 1990, 1995!. Future work is required to
address this issue as far as the DRNL is concerned, as we
to make a detailed comparison concerning the relative me
of the various nonlinear filters that have been published
cently.

The modeling study above was careful to use the dat
a single subject~at least for the compression data!. This is
because DRNL units may prove useful for modeling the i
paired hearing of individuals. If this proves to be feasible
a routine basis, it could be used to optimize the characte
tics of hearing aids before supplying them to patients. Fig
8 shows an example of how the model can be tuned to
hearing-impaired data for three different subjects~Oxenham
and Plack, 1997, Fig. 5!. In this case, the signal frequenc
was 2 kHz and the masker frequency 1 kHz. The model w
evaluated using the same paradigm as described earlier
parameters were identical to those in Table I~2 kHz! for
normal-hearing subject YO, except for the gains~a, b, and
g!, which were reduced to model impaired hearing. For s
ject JK, with severe hearing loss, it was also necessar
reduce BWlin ~see Fig. 8 caption!. Further studies will be
required to evaluate the potential of this methodology.

FIG. 8. Model fits~continuous lines! to hearing-impaired responses of th
three different subjects~symbols!. Experimental data from Oxenham an
Plack ~1997, Fig. 5!. The dotted line illustrates a linear behavior. The fr
quency of the signal and the masker are 2 and 1 kHz, respectively. Note
subjects MV and AR show mild hearing loss~thresholds of 44 and 37 dB
SPL, respectively!. Subject JK, however, suffers from severe hearing lo
~threshold567 dB SPL! and hence shows no compression. The parame
in Table I~2 kHz! where used, except for the gains~a, b, andg!, which were
reduced to model impaired hearing, and BWlin which, in the case of subjec
JK, was also reduced to model severe impaired hearing. The param
modifications with respect to those in Table I are as follows: for subject A
a5480, b50.06, andg595; for subject MV,a5220, b50.035, andg
595; for subject JK,a50, b5irrelevant given thata equals zero,g530,
and BWlin5320.
3116 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001
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APPENDIX: DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
DRNL FILTER

The DRNL filter was implemented digitally in the tim
domain by implementing each of its filters and gains a
digital component. The implementation of each buildi
component was done as follows.

1. The gammatone filters

The GT filter has an impulse response of the fo
~Pattersonet al., 1992!

h~ t !5kt~n21! exp~22pBt!cos~2p f ct1w! ~ t>0!,
~A1a!

h~ t !50 ~ t,0!, ~A1b!

wheren is the order of the filter,B is its bandwidth,f c is its
center frequency,w is its phase, andk is a gain.

The DRNL filter uses several cascades of first-ordern
51) GT filters only~see Fig. 3 and main text!. They were
implemented digitally as an infinite impulse response filter
follows ~M. Stone, Exp. Psychology Lab., Cambridge, U
personal communication, see also Slaney, 1993!:

y@ i #5a0•x@ i #1a1•x@ i 21#2b1•y@ i 21#

2b2•y@ i 22#, ~A2!

where@i# refers to theith sample of the digital signal,x and
y are the input and output signals to/from the filter, resp
tively, and the coefficients are calculated as follows:

a05U11b1 cosu2 jb1 sinu1b2 cos~2u!2 jb2 sin~2u!

11a cosu2 j a sinu U,
~A3a!

a15a•a0 , ~A3b!

b152a, ~A3c!

b25exp~22f!, ~A3d!

where

u52p f cdt, ~A3e!

f52pBdt, ~A3f!

a52exp~2f!cosu, ~A3g!

and j 5A(21), anddt is the sampling period of the digita
signal.
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2. The low-pass filters

The DRNL filter implementation includes several ca
cades of second-order Butterworth lowpass filters~see Fig. 3
and main text!. These were implemented digitally as follow

y@ i #5C•x@ i #12•C•x@ i 21#1C•x@ i 22#2D•y@ i 21#

2E•y@ i 22#, ~A4!

where the coefficients are

C5
1

11A2 cotu1cot2 u
, ~A5a!

D52C~12cot2 u!, ~A5b!

E5C~12A2 cotu1cot2 u!, ~A5c!

and

u5p f cdt, ~A5d!

wheref c is the 3-dB-down cut-off frequency of the low-pa
filter, anddt is the sampling period of the digital signal.

3. The linear gain

The gain in the linear path of the DRNL filter wa
implemented digitally in the time domain as follows:

y@ i #5g•x@ i #, ~A6!

where@i# refers to theith sample of the digital signal, andx
andy are the input and output signals to/from the linear g
stage, respectively.

4. The nonlinearity

The time domain digital implementation of the ‘‘broken
stick’’ nonlinearity was as follows:

y@ i #5sign~x@ i # !•min~aux@ i #u, bux@ i #uc!, ~A7!

where@i# refers to theith sample of the digital signal,x and
y are the input and output signals to/from the nonlinear
anda, b, andc are parameters.
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